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Additional questions to Commissioner Piebalgs

In the context of the 2012 Discharge to the EDF

In reply to question 20.

Concerning the EDF discharge for the year 2012, the Commissioner replied that there were
no contracts between the IMG and the Commission under the 10th EDF. However, based on
the facts presented in the appeal submitted on the 20th September 2013 in the case T-505/13
published in the Official Journal C 344/63, IMG has been awarded at least with the
implementation of the work program for the Netherlands Antilles in the framework of the
10th EDF.

1. Why has the Commissioner not reported to Parliament on the matter?

Commission's answer :

The Commission did not report on any contract with IMG financed under the 10th EDF as no
contract financed under the 10th EDF has ever been concluded with IMG.

As regards the appeal the question refers to, the Commission can confirm that no contract has
ever been awarded to IMG to implement 10th EDF-financed projects in the Netherlands
Antilles (or under any previous EDF). The Commission initially decided to delegate the
implementation of these projects in the Netherlands Antilles to SONA, but it had to change
its decision due to the fact that SONA did not comply due to the absence of a financial
guarantee ("comfort letter") for the delegation agreement with SONA from the Government
of the Netherlands. At a certain stage, IMG was considered as a possible alternative to
SONA, but this decision never materialised. Finally, the Commission amended its initial
decision via partially decentralized management, involving only the Territorial Authorities
and not entities such as IMG or SONA. Consequently, the appeal concerns a decision that has
actually never been taken by the Commission.

For the sake of completeness, it should be mentioned that the Commission has concluded a
contract with IMG in 2013, funded with funds de-committed from projects under the 9th and
previous EDF for the “Support to Infrastructure Development for the Ministry of Justice and
the Judiciary of South Sudan” for a total value of 11 million EUR.



2. Could the Commission provide a comprehensive and complete overview on all
activities of the IMG financed from the EDF?

Commission's answer :

As mentioned above, the only contract with IMG concluded by the Commission under the
current and previous EDF was signed in 2013 for South Sudan. The contract was concluded
with IMG under joint management and it is funded with funds de-committed from projects
under the 9th and previous EDF.

South Sudan is a fragile state, riven by conflict, and with very limited availability of reliable
contractors for the design, supervision and actual execution of infrastructure works. In this
context of limited options for the selection of partners for project implementation, the
Commission decided to conclude the contract with IMG after having entertained discussions
also with other potentially interested organisations, and after satisfying itself that the
conclusion of the contract with IMF was the best available option to achieve the intended
results. IMG was selected by the Commission on the basis of its long standing experience and
solid track record of working in institutional and capacity building in conflict-affected
environments such as the one in South Sudan.


